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AA570 Fidget Monster
Kids can’t resist our friendly fidget monster! Packed with tons of fun features, the handheld, 6-

sided monster captivates kids with its roll & click eyeballs, spinning tentacle, sensory mohawk and 
so much more. Fidget monster measures 2 1/2" tall.

$9.99

EE200 Mold & Play Sensory Sand Set

Get ready for a new and incredibly exciting way to play with sand! Our sensory sand looks, feels 
and molds like wet sand…but it’s completely dry and sticks only to itself—perfect for creating 

castles, towers and more! Set includes 10 kid-safe plastic tools, a tray, plus 2.2 pounds of sensory 
sand. Tray measures 15"l x 10 3/4"w x 2 3/4"h.

$29.99

RA442 Nonhardening Modeling Clay 
Bucket

Early Childhood
P.156

Our vibrant modeling clay will never dry out—even if kids leave the lid off! The soft, pliable clay is 
easy to work with, yet firm enough to hold its shape for detailed creations. Plus, it won’t harden, so 

kids can use it again and again! You get over 3 pounds of clay in 13 colors.
$10.99

PP716 Tilt & Turn Liquid Sensory 
Windows

Early Childhood
P.21

Kids tilt and turn our liquid-filled sensory windows to guide balls into horseshoes…around pegs…or 
through the wave maze! With chunky, easy-grip handles, the windows are perfect for small hands 
to hold and control—helping children boost fine motor skills and concentration as they play. Set 

includes 3 durable plastic windows; each measures 5 1/2" x 8 3/8".

$49.99

CA202 Cuddly Puppy Weighted Lap 
Pad

Early Childhood
P.20

Improve focus and concentration—or just add a little comfort—with our fun and functional lap 
pad! Simply place the weighted puppy across a child’s lap for a relaxing sensory experience to calm 

nerves and ease anxiety. The machine-washable fabric is super-soft yet durable enough to 
withstand everyday use. Pad measures 8 3/4" x 23 3/4" and weighs 3 pounds.

$49.99
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CA201 Cuddly Puppy Weighted 
Shoulder Wrap

Early Childhood
P.20

Improve focus and concentration—or just add a little comfort—with our fun and functional 
shoulder wrap! Simply place the weighted puppy over a child’s shoulders for a relaxing sensory 

experience to calm nerves and ease anxiety. The machine-washable fabric is super-soft yet durable 
enough to withstand everyday use. Wrap measures 40" long and weighs approximately 1 3/4 

pounds.

$39.99

HH624 Peaceful Kids Yoga Kit

Young yogis stretch, pose, meditate and more—with our kid-friendly yoga kit! Children will love 
learning loads of yoga basics as they twist, bend and breathe from the comfort of the extra-thick, 

nonslip foam mat designed just for them. Plus, the kit includes 50 activity cards featuring fun poses 
that calm the mind, improve balance and boost confidence! Mat measures 23 1/2" x 55".

$34.99

LC529BU Flex-Space Balance Ball Seat - 
22" - Blue

Elementary
P.5

Our inflatable ball seats allow students to move and balance—reducing restlessness and improving 
focus while they learn! Made with sturdy, easy-clean PVC that’s lightweight enough for kids to 

move around the class, the seats each include 5 legs to keep them in place right where you want 
them. Seats are easy to inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator  (sold separately).

$24.99

LA563 Knock Down! Number 
Challenge

Early Childhood
P.5

Kids build number recognition skills and eye/hand coordination at the same time! Our sturdy 
wooden frame features 3 rows of colorful flip-down targets—each displaying a number from 1 to 

12. Kids simply toss our Soft & Safe Beanbags  (sold separately) at the targets to knock them down! 
Includes a guide filled with math activities. Frame measures 21 3/4"w x 6 1/2"d x 17"h. Fully 

Assembled.

$59.99

FG465X Classic Primary Composition 
Book - Set of 10

Elementary
P.75

This classic composition book gives primary students plenty of room to write and illustrate their 
ideas! It has 200 pages of lined paper ruled at 1/2", with blank drawing space on top. Book 

measures 7 1/2" x 9 3/4".
$28.99
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EE610 My Feelings Journal - Set of 
10

Early Childhood
P.195

Kids express their emotions as they color an emoji on each page to show how they’re feeling that 
day—then draw and write about it! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages.

$38.99

SCD146030 Social-Emotional Calming 
Strategy Wheels

Give students a way to deal with their emotions with hands-on manipulatives that cover important 
social-emotional skills—managing moods, calming strategies and maintaining control. The easy-

spinning, two-piece wheels keep kids engaged as they learn essential concepts during whole-class 
and small-group instruction or independent practice. Set of 3 wheels; each measures 5 1/4" in 

diameter.

$5.99

DD430SB
Calming Colors® Premium 

Teardrop Beanbag Seat - Sky 
Blue

Early Childhood
P.108

Perfect for reading areas and other small spaces, our beanbag seats provide cozy seating in relaxing 
colors—and feature extra-high backs for full-body comfort and support! Each has a wipe-clean vinyl 

cover that includes a stitch-closed zipper to keep the polystyrene beads inside.
$89.99

LC571SE Calming Colors® Giant Pillow - 
Sea Blue

Early Childhood
P.111

Our oversize pillows in calming colors are perfect for sitting, relaxing and enjoying quiet time! Each 
is filled with super-comfy foam and includes a soft, liquid-resistant polyester cover that removes 

for machine-washing.
$69.99

YH44D Quiet Time CD
Early Childhood

P.119

Featuring a mix of classics along with several original compositions, this CD from celebrated 
singer/songwriter Raffi will bring welcome calm to the day—from naptime to anytime. CD includes 

15 tracks.
$14.99
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LC511BU Flex-Space Wobble Cushion - 
Blue

Elementary
P.3

Just place these handy cushions on the floor or on a chair—for flexible seating anywhere! Our 
super-durable vinyl cushions are specially designed to let students wiggle and wobble while they 
sit…helping children focus as they move. The cushions feature large nubs on one side and small 
nubs on the other—students simply select the sensory surface they prefer! Cushions are easy to 

inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator  (sold separately).

$19.99

DD380X Calming Colors® Soft Seats - 
Set of 5 Colors

Early Childhood
P.108

Creating comfortable seating on the floor is a cinch with our soft seats! Made of easy-care, wipe-
clean vinyl, the seats are filled with super-soft stuffing that makes them extra-comfortable—and a 

classroom hit!
$59.99

SE581 Rainbow Liquid Sensory 
Viewers

Early Childhood
P.20

Captivate and soothe children with our liquid-filled sensory viewers! Simply place the vibrant 
viewers on a light table or in a science center and invite kids to watch the colored bubbles fall and 

dance. Then flip the viewers over to continue the spectacular show—for an endlessly calming 
sensory experience. You get a set of 5 durable plastic viewers in 5 colors; each viewer measures 5 

3/4" tall.

$29.99

ES130 Hoberman Sphere®
Keep little hands and  minds occupied! This hypnotic, lightweight sphere starts as a star in the palm 

of your hand…then expands to more than double its size—perfect for rolling, tossing and more! 
Sphere expands from 5 1/2" to 12" in diameter.

$14.99

DS122 Pop & Play Sensory Dimpl™
Early Childhood

P.141

Little ones can’t resist pushing, pressing and popping our dimpled tray! The easy-grip tray features 
5 super-soft silicone dimples in various sizes. Kids just push them in and out—for endless tactile 
exploration and development of fine motor skills! Easy-clean, BPA-free plastic tray measures 5 

3/4".

$12.99
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PP504 Gel-Bead Sensory Shapes - 
Set of 8

Early Childhood
P.18

Help children experience shapes, colors and textures at the same time—right in their own hands! 
Each squeezable vinyl shape is filled with colorful gel beads that engage kids’ senses—perfect for 

keeping fidgety fingers busy and building fine motor skills. Our 8-piece set highlights 4 fun 
shapes—each in a different vibrant color kids will love. Square measures 5" x 5".

$29.99

PP508 Sensory Star Beanbags - Set 
of 6

Early Childhood
P.135

Our colorful beanbags are fun to feel and  toss—for a sensory experience little ones can’t resist! 
Ideal for exploring texture and color, building gross motor skills, and tons of other activities, each 

star-shaped beanbag is covered in a different tactile material that tots will love to touch! You get 6 
beanbags; each measures approximately 4 3/4" wide. Beanbags are machine- or surface-washable.

$16.99

PP511 Sensory Slime
Early Childhood

P.20

Stretch out the sensory fun with our irresistible slime! Super-soft and ultra-stretchy, this 
stimulating slime provides hours of tactile exploration as kids squeeze, twist, fold and pull—then 

put it back together again! You get a set of 6 tubs of slime in 6 bright colors; each resealable tub is 
6.17 ounces.

$19.99

DF541 Classroom Sand Timer Set
Our sand timers let students see exactly when time is up! Each plastic timer measures a different 
duration of time, from 30 seconds to 3 minutes. Set includes 5 timers; each measures 3 1/4" tall.

$6.99
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